The role of left inferior frontal gyrus in explicit and implicit semantic processing.
Using event-related functional MRI, we examined the involvement of the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) in explicit and implicit semantic processing of Chinese sentences. During scanning, Chinese readers read individually presented normal sentences with a contextually expected or unexpected target noun and were asked to perform an explicit or implicit semantic task (semantic or syntactic violation judgment). The conjunction analysis of the two tasks revealed LIFG as the critical brain region for semantic integration. Further, a cross-task comparison showed more extensive activations for the expectancy effect in the explicit task than in the implicit task in regions including bilateral anterior cingulate cortex/dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, left middle temporal gyrus, and right inferior frontal gyrus. These results indicate that LIFG is responsible for the integration process per se and that other brain regions observed in previous studies using explicit semantic tasks may be due to task-induced generic processes (e.g., cognitive control).